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The realization of fourfold anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) in 3d-5d heterostructures has boosted major
efforts in antiferromagnetic (AFM) spintronics. However, despite the potential of incorporating strong spin-
orbit coupling, only small AMR signals have been detected thus far, prompting a search for mechanisms to
enhance the signal. In this paper, we demonstrate an extraordinarily elevated fourfold AMR of 70% realized in
CaMnO3/CaIrO3 thin film superlattices. We find that the biaxial magnetic anisotropy and the spin-flop transition
in a nearly Mott insulating phase form a potent combination, each contributing one order of magnitude to the
total signal. Dynamics between these phenomena capture a subtle interaction of pseudospin coupling with the
lattice and external magnetic field, an emergent phenomenon creating opportunities to harness its potential in
AFM spintronics.
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The recent emergence of antiferromagnetic (AFM) spin-
tronics over its ferromagnetic (FM) counterpart is inspired
by several advantages such as lack of stray fields, low oper-
ational power, and ultrafast control of the staggered spins at
terahertz frequencies. An AFM spintronic device uses the phe-
nomena of current-induced spin-orbit torque and anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR) for data writing and reading op-
erations [1–6]. The ongoing efforts in AMR aim to design
heterostructures wherein one of its constituents possesses pro-
nounced spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and magnetocrystalline
anisotropies. A coupling of the magnetic field and weak
magnetic moments of the canted AFM phase allows these
anisotropies to manifest as anisotropic transport. A host of
such functionalities are being realized in 3d-5d oxide het-
erostructures [7–13]. Epitaxial superlattices of iridium oxides
(Ca/SrIrO3) having large SOC and electron-correlation-
dominated 3d oxides, for example, exhibit emergent magnetic
and topological properties wherein the AMR is traced to the
anisotropies in their magnetic order [12,13].

The nonmagnetic ground state of Ir pseudospin moments
(Jeff = 1

2 ) in SrIrO3 and CaIrO3 is defined by the intricate
interplay of SOC and electron correlations (U) [7–10]. Tilting
the balance of these energetics alters their ground state. For
instance, lowering the dimensionality in epitaxial engineered
thin films increases the U and induces pseudospin-based
emergent magnetism. AMR in these iridate heterostructures is
pinned to magnetic anisotropies underneath such that uniaxial
and biaxial symmetries translate into twofold and fourfold
AMR oscillations, respectively. The latter is preferred due to
the larger number of sensitive nodes relevant in efficient data
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readout. The large-bandwidth SrIrO3 interfaced with magnetic
or nonmagnetic 3d systems yields two- and fourfold AMR
attributed to a variety of magnetic phases, interface coupling,
charge-transfer across the interface, and Rashba SOC [11–13].
In the case of superlattices of low-bandwidth CaIrO3 and
SrTiO3, the mechanism underlying the AMR is a combina-
tion of in-plane biaxial magnetic anisotropy, magneto-elastic
coupling, and interlayer exchange coupling based on tilted
oxygen octahedra with glazer notation (a–a–c+) across the
constituent layers [13–15]. Despite all these diverse yet con-
certed efforts, the maximum amplitude of the fourfold AMR
signal in 3d-5d heterostructures is limited to 1%. This de-
mands the development of strategies in terms of the choice
of constituents and the architecture of the heterostructures
that efficiently translate the magnetism into a larger AMR
effect.

Here, we have formed superlattice heterostructures of
low-bandwidth CaIrO3 and severely distorted canted AFM
CaMnO3, where both these constituents have the same sense
of oxygen octahedra tilts (a–a–c+)—a conducive factor for
interlayer coupling. Thus, a thickness-optimized architecture
exhibits an unprecedented fourfold AMR of ∼70%. Two dif-
ferent effects—biaxial anisotropy and spin-flop transition—
combine to yield this AMR. The former contributes up to
20% signal as fourfold symmetric sinusoidal AMR, and the
latter further increases it by an order of magnitude as well as
imposes another unique fourfold symmetric component.

The superlattices [(CaMnO3)x/(CaIrO3)y]z (x, y = num-
ber of unit cells (u.c.)/period; z = repetitions) were prepared
by the reflection high-energy electron diffraction-assisted
pulsed laser deposition technique. These samples are labeled
as (MIxy)z, where M and I refer to CaMnO3 and CaIrO3

layers, respectively, and categorized based on the period of
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FIG. 1. (a) Temperature, (b) field dependence of magnetization,
and (c) the strength of exchange bias field with the varying stacking
of CaMnO3 and CaIrO3 layers in the (MIxy) superlattices. (d) Sheet
resistance as a function of temperature for (MIxy)z (x = y = 2–4)
along with (MI84)5 to elucidate the effect of a larger CaMnO3 period.

constituent layers. Details of sample synthesis and character-
ization methods are appended in the Supplemental Material
[16].

Magnetization (M) vs temperature and magnetic field (H)
data of (MIxy)z (x = y = 2–4) superlattices are plotted in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The magnetic transition temperature (TC)
and the saturation magnetic moment (Msat) decrease with
increasing period. A discernible TC of ∼100 K for (MI22)10

decreases to ∼60 K for (MI44)5 and vanishes for higher peri-
ods superlattice (MI84)5. In M-H data, a Msat of ∼0.4 μB/f.u.
for (MI22)10 agrees well with the reported canted AFM state
in CaIrO3/CaMnO3 heterostructures [13,17] [Fig. 1(b)]. Given
that Msat of the same order manifests in other samples too,
the exchange-bias fields (HEB) were measured by performing
field-cooled M-H measurements. Observation of an HEB field
of 3, 15, 50, and 35 Oe for (MI22)10, (MI33)5, (MI44)5, and
(MI84)5, respectively, suggests FM- and AFM-type phases in
these superlattices [Fig. 1(c)]. The sheet resistance increases
with decreasing CaIrO3 period [Fig. 1(d)]. A sharp upturn in
resistivity <50 K is associated with the Mott state, which has
been explained in the framework of dimensionality-induced
enhancement in correlations U and charge transfer across the
interface [18,19]. Though all the superlattices are in Mott-
insulating regime, the resistivity of (MI84)5 and (MI44)5 is
lower than CaIrO3 10 nm film. As CaMnO3 is an insulator,
while CaIrO3 is a semimetal, this lesser resistivity can be
explained in context to the larger charge transfer in thicker
superlattices promoting double exchange in manganite layer
(discussed later).

In superlattices involving manganites, the valence state
can be altered at the interfaces through the transfer of
charge [20–23]. To explore the microscopic origin of the
magnetization and exchange-bias fields in CaIrO3/CaMnO3

superlattices, the interfacial charge transfer and electronic
structure close to the Fermi level were qualitatively visualized

FIG. 2. X-ray absorption spectra around (a) the Mn L2,3 edge and
(b) Ir L3 edge for (MIxy)z superlattices. The insets depict the com-
parison of the (MI25)5 sample with the IrO2 reference. (c) Schematic
illustrating the spin canting in CaIrO3 and CaMnO3 layers. Here,
BO6 planes for CaIrO3 and CaMnO3 layers are presented in the ab
plane (or in plane). These planes are stacked along [001], but for the
sake of brevity, the top view of the canted moments and net magnetic
moment is presented along two in-plane [010] and [100] directions,
with reference to the pseudocubic STO (100) substrate. The length
of the arrows showing net magnetic moment does not represent the
relative size of the magnetic moment in CaIrO3 or CaMnO3 layers.

via x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) at the Mn and Ir L
edges [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. Superlattices with 2 u.c. of one
constituent and >4 u.c. of the other constituent were chosen
to extract the role of both constituents on charge transfer. The
Mn 2p core spectra for all superlattices show a shift in the L3

edge peak toward lower energy. This suggests the presence of
Mn3+ ions [18,24–26], presumably formed by the transfer of
charge from the Ir at the interface. Similarly, the XAS at the Ir
L-edge spectra depicts a shift in the peak toward higher energy
values with respect to IrO2 reference. This implies that the
average Ir valency is >+4 due to the charge transfer with Mn
[27,28]. A nearly constant shift in Ir edge for all superlattices
suggests that CaIrO3 tends to lose only a constant fraction of
its charge, i.e., superlattices with thinner CaMnO3 layers will
receive a large fraction of electrons compared with their coun-
terparts with thicker layers. This electronic reconfiguration at
the interface is consistent with the emergence of an anomalous
magnetism in the superlattices with 2 u.c. of CaMnO3 (see
Fig. S4 in the Supplemental Material [16] for more details).
These data further suggest that the charge transfer depends on
the number of both CaIrO3 and CaMnO3 layers (and available
carriers) and is related to the trends in electrical transport and
magnetization of these samples, as explained below.
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CaMnO3 with a severely distorted lattice has a strong affin-
ity for electrons due to its vacant eg orbital near the Fermi
level. A study on Ce4+-doped CaMnO3 revealed that 2–4%
electron doping at the Mn site cants the AFM lattice by 8°
and increases the magnetic moments by >1 order of magni-
tude [29]. This electron doping is like charge-transfer/electron
leakage across the interface, as reported in CaRuO3/CaMnO3

heterostructures. Here, the electron leakage into CaMnO3

decays exponentially from the interface to within the layer
[30–33]. As a result, a fraction of Mn4+ proportional to
electron leakage converts to Mn3+, which induces a double-
exchange-governed largely canted AFM or a weak FM phase
at the interface layer. The inner part of the CaMnO3 layer
remains weakly canted, as it coincides with the exponential
tail of electron leakage. Both theory and experiments agree on
the formation of such a magnetic gradient across the CaMnO3

layer [30–33]. The CaIrO3 too presents a canted AFM phase
in low dimensions when hetero-interfaced with a distorted
lattice, as in 3d-5d heterostructures. All these report as well
the magnetization data of present CaIrO3/CaMnO3 samples
point toward a canted AFM state for both the constituent
layers. The manifestation of HEB in these samples [Fig. 1(c)]
further confirms the magnetic gradient across the interface.
An illustration of the direction of canting and moments is
presented in Fig. 2(c). The choice of canting the moments in
the ab plane (or in plane) will be discussed in the context of
AMR results in later sections.

AMR was measured in three different senses of rotation of
the magnetic field with respect to the superlattice plane [34]
and calculated as

AMR = ρ[B(angle)]−ρ[B(angle = 90◦)]

ρ[B(angle = 90◦)]
. (1)

Figure 3(a) depicts three rotation angles, namely, φ, θ ,
and γ with H rotating in xy, yz, and zx planes, respectively.
A comparison of the φ, θ , and γ AMR for (MI22)10 and
(MI33)5 is elucidated in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). Here, φ AMR
exhibits well-defined fourfold sinusoidal oscillations for both
these samples. The θ and γ AMRs are twofold for (MI22)10

but have a subtle fourfold component superimposed on a
dominant twofold component for (MI33)5. The origin of the
AMR can be ascertained by comparing these three types and
analyzing their dependence on the magnetic field. None of
the φ, θ , and γ AMRs follows a quadratic dependence on B
(Fig. S5 in the Supplemental Material [16]), which rules out
their origin in Lorentz scattering [13]. In addition, a coincident
magnitude and phase of θ and γ AMRs for (MI22)10 discards
the possibility of either spin Hall MR or s−d scattering as the
underlying mechanisms [34–37].

While large θ and γ AMRs of up to ∼15% manifest for
(MI22)10, the most remarkable facets of this paper are un-
raveled in much-desired fourfold φ AMR. Figures 3(d) and
3(e) show the φ AMR as a function of layer thickness and
their temperature dependences in (MIxy)z (x = y = 2–4) and
(MI84)5. The (MI22)10 exhibits φ AMR of 70% at 10 K. It
reduces to ∼3–4% for (MI33)5 and further declines to 1 and
0.04% for (MI44)5 and (MI84)5, respectively [Fig. 3(e)]. For
all the samples, the AMR decreases with increasing temper-
ature and completely disappears around their TC in the range
of 70–100 K [Fig. 3(e)]. Here, φ AMR of 70% in (MI22)10

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic illustration of three different rotational
geometries to measure the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR).
Polar plots comparing φ, θ , and γ AMRs for (b) (MI22)10 and
(c) (MI33)5 superlattices. (d) Variation in φ AMR at 30 K for
(MIxy)z (x = y = 2–4) and (MI84)5. (e) Variation in the φ AMR
amplitude as a function of temperature for H = 9 T.

is unique as (i) it is about two orders of magnitudes larger
than reported so far in any 3d-5d heterostructures, (ii) it is the
largest in complex oxide heterostructures, and (iii) it falls by
two orders of magnitude as the period (x = y) increases from
2 to 4. This unusual sensitivity of AMR to the constituent layer
thickness points toward a different phenomenon promoting
the interlayer coupling.

To further pin down the role of individual layers, the φ

AMR of ((MIx2)z [x = 4, 6, and 8] and (MI2y)z [y = 4
and 5] set of heterostructures was studied and the results
are presented in Figs. S6–S8 in the Supplemental Material
[16]. For the former set, the AMR falls in the narrow range
of 0.3–0.6% for all values of x, while for the latter set, it
drops from 1.6% for y = 4 and 0.8% for y = 5. These values
are much smaller than the φ AMR of 70% for (MI22)10.
Hence, it is inferred that a 2 u.c. thickness of both CaIrO3

and CaMnO3 layers is critical to obtain a large AMR. A
weak magnetism in the canted AFM phase of these super-
lattices suggests the origin of the AMR to be the domain
scattering based on biaxial magnetic anisotropy [13,38–40],
which is controlled by the interlayer coupling [41,42]. The
strength of this coupling depends on the dimensions of the
constituent layers and the interface coupling. In the present
case, for example, such coupling is stronger in samples with
smaller periods, as in (MI22)10. The origin of in-plane biax-
ial anisotropy and interlayer coupling can be understood as
follows.
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FIG. 4. (a) The 〈100〉 crystallographic in-plane family of directions is labeled as A, B, C, and D, and the 〈110〉 family as A′, B′, C′, and
D′. (b) φ- anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) for (MI22)10 measured at various temperatures in the range of 25–100 K at H = 9 T. (c) φ

AMR of the (MI22)10 in the temperature range of 10–20 K for H = 9 T, manifesting the onset of the spin-flop transition at 22 K evident from
the additional fourfold symmetry in φ AMR. (d) Field dependence of φ AMR for (MI22)10 measured at T = 15 K. (e) Spin arrangement as
perceived in relation to the AMR. Spins indicated in two colors (red and blue) correspond to two sublattices of the antiferromagnetic (AFM)
order. A canting in AFM order at B = 0 increases in a field of 9 T along the easy (100) axis (1 and 2). This effect is subtle when B is applied
along the (110) hard axis (panel 3). For B = 9 T along (010), the spin-flop arrangement at 10 K is shown in the last panel.

The inter- and intralayer magnetic interaction in CaIrO3

layers can be written as [43,44]

Hi j = Ji j
−→
Si · −→

S j + �i j Sz
i Sz

j + −→
Di j · (

−→
Si × −→

S j ), (2)

where Ji j is the isotropic Heisenberg exchange, �i j is a
symmetric traceless second-rank tensor that describes the
symmetric portion of the exchange anisotropy, and Di j defines
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) anisotropy. The asymmetric
exchange DM interactions with the D vector pointing along
the c axis (out-of-plane) cants the moments in ab in-plane
along the [100]/[010] direction. The latter two terms are es-
sential for in-plane magnetic anisotropy responsible for the
manifestation of φ AMR [41–43]. Though originally proposed
for layered Sr2IrO4 to explain the strength of interlayer cou-
pling between SrIrO3 layers separated by nonmagnetic SrO
layers, Eq. (2) is also relevant for superlattices where CaIrO3

or SrIrO3 layers are separated by magnetic or nonmagnetic
layers [13,19]. In the present CaIrO3/CaMnO3 superlattices,
the CaIrO3 period possesses a larger U and a canted AFM
phase in low dimensions. The CaMnO3 too is a canted AFM
in the same dimensions. In addition, both these layers have
a similar sense of structural distortion of (a–a–c+) type in
low dimensions. This combination of similarity of magnetic
phase and structural distortion is a unique attribute and can
be argued as a decisive factor for a strong interlayer coupling.
This, as stated earlier, is responsible for the biaxial anisotropy
and a large fourfold sinusoidal AMR of CaIrO3/CaMnO3 het-
erostructures.

Now we turn our attention to some other dynamics of φ

AMR which are beyond the contribution of biaxial anisotropy
in (MI22)10. To relate the AMR with crystal orientations, we
present in Fig. 4(a) the set of (100) and (110) families of axes
along with their labeling in the ab plane. The sinusoidal φ

AMR oscillations in the range of 25–100 K [Fig. 4(b)] develop
some unique features <22 K. As scrutinized in very close
intervals in the range of 10–22 K, we observe an additional
fourfold pattern of AMR kinks superimposed on the sinu-
soidal pattern while traversing from the 〈100〉 to the 〈110〉
family of crystal axes [Fig. 4(c)]. A well-defined fourfold φ

AMR at 25 K develops a multitude of kinks at 22–18 K,
followed by symmetric and sharp fourfold kinks at 15 K. A
smooth pattern appears at 14 K which further transforms to a
sharp steplike pattern at 10 K along with a reversal in polarity
of the peak amplitude. This unprecedented φ AMR behavior
is complex both in its pattern and amplitude. In a system with
biaxial anisotropy, the trough and crest of the φ AMR are
assigned to the scattering by soft 〈100〉 (low resistance) and
hard 〈110〉 axes (peak resistance), respectively. There appears
to be a transition in the scattering strength from the 〈110〉
family of directions at 25 K to the 〈100〉 directions at 14 K
[second panel of Fig. 4(c)]. At 25 K, the uneven amplitude of
the crests suggests an uneven scattering from the 〈110〉 family
of hard directions, i.e., a larger scattering along A′ [110] and
C′ [−1−10] than B′ [−110] and D′ [1−10] [marked by a
black dashed line in the second panel of Fig. 4(c)]. In contrast,
nearly the same magnitude of troughs suggests the uniform
scattering from the 〈100〉 and 〈010〉 soft directions (marked by
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blue dashed lines). At 14 K, however, this behavior reverses.
Here, the 〈100〉 family of soft axes exhibit nonuniformity
in the troughs (shown by red dashed lines). This reversal in
nonuniformity of scattering is related to a systematic pattern
of φ AMR kinks in the transition temperatures [Fig. 4(c)].
This anomalous AMR of (MI22)10 can be explained to arise
from competition between pseudospin-lattice (S-L) coupling
and field-pseudospin coupling.

The S-L coupling in iridates is given by [41]

Hs−l = �1 cos(2α)
(
Sx

i Sx
j − Sy

i Sy
j

)

+ �2 sin(2α)
(
Sx

i Sy
j + Sy

i Sx
j

)
. (3)

Here, �1 and �2 denote the energy scales of S-L coupling
to the distortions along 〈100〉 and 〈110〉, respectively, and
α is the angle between staggered moments and the 〈100〉
direction. The competition between xy and x2 − y2 quadruple
symmetries provides two solutions for H = 0; α = 45◦ for
�1 > �2, and α = 0 for �1 < �2. The former is observed
in Sr2IrO4 and SrIrO3/SrTiO3 superlattices, while the latter
manifests for CaIrO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures. The φ AMR
phase in the present superlattices lags by 45° when compared
with Sr2IrO4 and SrIrO3/SrTiO3 superlattices [13,45]. The
phase lag in SrIrO3- and CaIrO3-based superlattices is due
to the different sense of octahedral rotations in their low-
dimensional limits. The solution to the present superlattices
is at α = 0, as the minimum of AMR oscillation occurs along
the 〈100〉 directions, like that in CaIrO3/SrTiO3 superlattices.

The S-L coupling is strong in the vicinity of a mag-
netic transition and weakens on lowering the temperature
[41,44]. The φ AMR in CaIrO3/SrTiO3 superlattices is re-
ported to scale with the strength of S-L coupling and thus
peaks around the transition temperature. Contrary to this, in
CaIrO3/CaMnO3 superlattices, the φ AMR peaks well below
the magnetic transition; for thin superlattices (MI22)10 and
(MI33)5, AMR amplitude monotonically increases with de-
creasing temperature, showing the maximum AMR at much
lower than the magnetic transition, i.e., 10 K. For thick
(MIx2)z (x = 4, 6, and 8) superlattices, however, the AMR
peaks at the slightly elevated temperature range of 30–50 K
(Fig. S9 in the Supplemental Material [16]). This indicates
a dominant role of field-pseudospin coupling in addition to
the S-L coupling. As the in-plane axis rotates with respect to
the field in φ AMR measurement, the field-lattice coupling
rotates the orthorhombic distortion [41,42]. At low temper-
atures, however, the stiffness of the lattice weakens the S-L
coupling. This tilts the balance in favor of field-pseudospin
coupling in the presence of large magnetic moments. A
temperature-dependent competition between these two cou-
plings determines the φ AMR for (MI22)10 as (i) reorientation
of moments via S-L coupling at high temperature, and (ii)
direct coupling of field spins at low temperature when the lat-
tice is rigid but possesses larger moments. For the superlattice
having larger canted pseudospin moments, say for (MI22)10,
the transition from (i) to (ii) onsets at 25 K. Below this
temperature, the AMR increases significantly, as evidenced
by kinks and sharp steps. These features represent lower re-
sistance and higher magnetization than those corresponding
sinusoidal AMR along the soft 〈100〉 axes. Such a state in
AFM/canted AFM can be induced by a spin-flop metamag-

netic transition in high magnetic fields [46] (Fig. 4(d) and Fig.
S10 in the Supplemental Material [16]). These kinks become
more pronounced upon lowering the temperature from 22 to
15 K while retaining an overall sinusoidal envelope emerging
from the S-L coupling. Eventually, at 10 K and in a high field
of 9 T, the φ AMR oscillations reverse their phase by 45°.
This is highlighted by the vertical dashed lines matching the
φ AMR at (i) 14 and 10 K in a field of 9 T [Fig. 4(c)] and
(ii) 10 K in fields of 5 and 9 T (Fig. S11 in the Supplemental
Material [16]). The comparison reveals that, as the component
of the field gets stronger along 〈110〉, a spin-flop metamag-
netic transition induces a giant φ AMR. The balance shifts
dominantly in favor of field-pseudospin coupling that prevents
the restoration of the originally sinusoidal resistance.

Metamagnetic transitions are known to occur in man-
ganites as well as in iridates [41,43,47,48]. In half-doped
manganites, a sharp steplike metamagnetic transition melts an
AFM charge-ordered insulating state into a FM metallic state.
There are either single- or multiple-steplike metamagnetic
transitions that are facilitated via large A-site quenched dis-
order or slight B-site doping or structural defects. In iridates,
dimensionality- and lattice-distortion-dependent metamag-
netic transitions have been demonstrated in layered systems
[41,43]. For example, in Sr2IrO4, a spin-flop metamagnetic
transition is found to be a function of the S-L coupling
energetics [41]. A stronger interlayer coupling is the the-
oretical basis of the spin-flop transition since the coupling
strength changes from Sr2IrO4 to Sr3Ir2O7 [43]. In the
present CaIrO3/CaMnO3 superlattices, the resistance oscilla-
tions arise from an oscillating magnetic moment with respect
to crystallographic axis embedded in a system with in-plane
biaxial magnetic anisotropy. The sharp kink- and steplike
transitions are superimposed on these oscillations—inducing
an additional large component φ AMR—and have their origin
in spin-flop metamagnetic transition. A relation of the pseu-
dospin arrangement perceived to corroborate with the crest
and trough of sinusoidal AMR and the spin-flop AMR is illus-
trated in Fig. 4(e). The canting angle and magnetic moment
increase upon application of a field of 9 T along the (100)
easy axis. The canting effect is subtle for the field along (110)
hard axes (for brevity, the AFM spin arrangement is rotated
along the direction of the field). Larger canted moments along
(100) translate into smaller resistivity than that along the (110)
family of hard axes. A spin-flop transition at 10 K in a field of
9 T is also illustrated in Fig. 4(e). In this case, larger moments
of the spin-flop phase are responsible for a large kink/steplike
large AMR.

Finally, we emphasize that the choice of the 3d compound
is the key to yielding the effective interlayer coupling and
distortion required to tune a large φ AMR. In the case of
the CaIrO3/SrTiO3 superlattices, the (a–a–c+) octahedral dis-
tortions in the CaIrO3 layers propagate into the mediating
SrTiO3 layer, provided the SrTiO3 layer consists of only 1 u.c.
[13]. In contrast, in the present CaIrO3/CaMnO3 superlattices,
this distortion propagates into the mediating CaMnO3 layer
as thick as 8 u.c. In the dimensional limit of a few unit
cells, both CaMnO3 and CaIrO3 are orthorhombically dis-
torted with the same octahedral rotation pattern (a–a–c+) and
similar in-plane DM-type canted AFM phase [13,49]. This
structural similarity between the two constituents enhances
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the CaIrO3 interlayer coupling and results in a large biaxial
anisotropy.

To sum up, the CaIrO3/CaMnO3 superlattice shows an
unprecedented AMR of ∼70%, utilizing two key factors:
a strong biaxial anisotropy and a spin-flop metamagnetic
transition. Combined control of tilt pattern and superlattice
construction is demonstrated to optimize the biaxial magnetic
anisotropy, the interlayer coupling mediated by a thick layer,
and the field-pseudospin coupling. All these facets coalesce
constructively to maximize the transport anisotropies in 3d-5d
superlattices. This proof-of-concept study is set to introduce
avenues for designing highly sensitive AMR readout devices
for emerging AFM spintronics.
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